Rules of
Department of Agriculture
Division 90—Weights, Measures and Consumer Protection
Chapter 23—Inspection of Packaged Commodities
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<td>3</td>
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</table>
NIST Handbook 133, Checking the Net Contents of Packaged Goods, 2018 Edition, as incorporated by reference in this rule. NIST Handbook 133, 2018 Edition, is published by the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office. A copy of this material can be obtained free of charge online at NIST.gov or a hard copy may be purchased from the National Conference of Weights and Measures at NCWM.net. This regulation does not include any later amendments or additions to NIST Handbook 133.

AUTHORITY: section 413.065, RSMo 2016.*


SUMMARY: NIST Handbook 133 provides procedures to test (by using statistical sampling techniques) individual lots of packages for conformance with legal requirements. Anything that is put into a container, wrapped, or banded and labeled as to quantity may be inspected. The labeled quantity may be of weight, volume, linear, square or cubic measure, count, or combination. The examination of packaged commodities may be to determine conformance with federal, state, or local net contents labeling regulations. Most often, compliance testing of packaged goods is carried out to protect the consumer/purchaser against buying packages with less in them than the labeled quantity and to advise the manufacturer to improve delivered product quantities when necessary. Inspection for compliance with other labeling requirements (such as size of lettering or units of measurement) also may accompany package quantity compliance testing, but is not covered in this document.

(1) The technical procedures and methods used by the Division of Weights, Measures and Consumer Protection for measuring and inspecting packages or amounts of commodities kept, offered, exposed for sale, sold, or in the process of delivery, shall be those procedures and methods described and specified in the National Institute of Standards and Technology